ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF LAW, CULTURE AND THE HUMANITIES
14th ANNUAL CONFERENCE: MARCH 11-12, 2011

SELECTED BOOKS Authored / Edited / Containing Contributions by Conference Participants and NEW Scholarly Books Related to LAW AND THE HUMANITIES


Beard, Jennifer, and Sundhya Pahuja, eds. Divining the Source: Law’s Foundation and the Question of Authority. Nathan, Qld: Socio-Legal Research Centre, Griffith University, 2004. ‡

* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Bennett, Peter, ed. *Insurance Coverage of Employment Disputes.* Chicago, Ill.: Tort and Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association, 1996. ‡


Boisseau, Tracey Jean and Tracy A. Thomas, eds., *Feminist Legal Theory: Women’s Agency and the Law.* Forthcoming, 2011. ‡


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Fahraeus, Anna, and AnnKatrin Jonsson, eds. *Textual Ethos Studies, or Locating Ethics*. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2005. ‡


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Gunasekera, Dan M. *Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage*. Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2010.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
† Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Light, Andrew and de-Shalit, Avner, eds. *Moral and Political Reasoning in Environmental Practice.* , 2003. ‡


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
† Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


---

* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Pether, Penelope. *Jean Bedford’s Sister Kate: With an Introduction on ‘Reading a Novel’*. Glebe, N.S.W: Pascal Press, 1993.*

Pether, Penelope. *Katherine Susannah Prichard’s Coonardoo: With an Introduction on ‘Reading a Novel’*. Glebe, NSW: Pascal 1993.*


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


Ritchie, David T. *Shifting Foundations and Historical Contingencies: A Critique of Modern Constitutionalism.* Saarbrucken: VDM Verlag Dr. Muller, 2008. *


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.
Rossein, Merrick T. *Employment Discrimination: Law and Litigation.* Deerfield, Ill.: Clark, Boardman, Callaghan, 1991. ‡


Sandland, Ralph, and Janice Richardson, eds. *Feminist Perspectives on Law & Theory.* London: Cavendish, 2000. ‡


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.
Sarat, Austin, and Jürgen Martschukat, eds. *Is the Death Penalty Dying?: European and American Perspectives*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011.* ¶


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
¶ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
† Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


*Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.

Sutherland, Kate. *Summer Reading.* Saskatoon, Sask: Thistledown Press, 1995. *


Tanenhaus, David S. *Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States.* Detroit: Macmillan Reference USA, 2008. †


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
† Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


* Book authored or edited by conference participant.

‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.


---

* Book authored or edited by conference participant.
‡ Includes contribution authored by conference participant.